


FOR OVER 50 YEARS, PRESTON RENTALS HAS PROVIDED QUALITY CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
RENTAL AND SERVICES THAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE COME TO COUNT ON. 

As a leader in the provision of specialist construction, infrastructure, civil, and commercial
equipment rental, we are proud of our people and our reputation as a trusted and reliable
customer-centric team. 

Our range of quality products has been thoughtfully selected to deliver solutions for construction
challenges worldwide. Preston Rentals believes in hard work, constant communication, and
attention to detail to get the job done. 

We provide experienced advice, quality equipment and solutions focused on your business needs.
Plus, we are a great team of people who love what we do!
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MINI & HYDRAULIC CRAWLER CRANES

SUPERCRANE  ™



The Preston Rentals fleet of mini cranes & hydraulic crawlers for rent features the superior Maeda and
UNIC cranes, small in stature but big when it comes to performance. Their compact strength and quality
will surprise you. 

Increased accessibility - now you can get compact, heavy lifters into smaller areas that would be
inaccessible to standard cranes. 

Our range is suitable for a variety of tasks, from basic lifting to highly specialist applications. 

Our cranes are the ideal solution for small domestic and commercial construction projects where a
standard crane would be too large. If you are looking for a crane to tackle a bigger job, then check out our
range of larger cranes or contact our team for some expert advice. 
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   RETRACTABLE LOADING PLATFORM SYSTEM 

SUPERDECK ®



The world-renowned Preston Rentals SuperDeck® retractable loading platform system has been designed to simplify
the handling of materials, save hook time, and rapidly improve productivity – particularly on multi-story construction
sites. The SuperDeck’s revolutionary design offers a ‘drawer-like’ loading platform system, dramatically reducing crane
loading times, and delivering savings on labor costs – all while improving overall site safety. 

The SuperDeck® retractable loading platform is fitted with fixed harness points to allow units to be vertically stacked
and rolled in and out as required. This innovative design is rated for universally safe working loads of 5 tons and
dramatically increases material handling efficiency by minimizing hindrance to crane ropes and loads for faster, safer,
and more cost-effective crane operations. 

SuperDecks can be operated by a single person and can be installed or relocated in approximately 15 minutes,
providing significant savings in time and labor costs.  



PROPPING

SUPERPROPPING  ™

Extensive Range

Preston Rentals offers a wide range of intelligent shoring rental solutions for those working in the construction
industry. Our extensive range of adjustable shoring is available for rent across North America, ensuring we can
always deliver the quality shoring rental solution you need. 

As a company that has been supporting the construction industry for over 50 years, Preston Rentals has a
thorough understanding of shoring needs. We offer quality, industry-leading construction propping systems,
expert advice, and support to make your job easier. 



MATERIAL HANDLING

SUPERCAGE  ™

Preston Rentals SuperCages™ provide flexibility to load difficult & cumbersome materials safely. 

DIMENSIONS & CAPACITIES:
-The SuperCages™ interior dims 13’2’’ L x 6’4’’ W x 45’’ H.
-5,000lbs loading capacity.
-Tare weight (empty) 3,000lbs. 

FEATURES:
-Steel tube frame.
-Diamond plate steel floor.
-Expanded metal side panels.
-4 pad eyes for top rigging.
-Fold-down ramp for easy loading and unloading.
-Designed to meet or exceed ASME B30.20 standards.
-Minimizes wasted time and the hassle of carting equipment and materials through the man-lift. 
















